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Abstract

In the safety evaluation of a High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR), it

must be confirmed that the core has no chance to be damaged and the barrier against the FP

release is designed properly not to be affecting the influence of radiation around the reactor

site. Especially, the maximum temperature of the reactor pressure boundary such as the

heat transfer pipes of pressurized water cooler (PWC) must not exceed the permissible

values under an anticipated accident such as pipe of rupture in PWC.

A requirement for the gas circulator which circulate helium gas in the primary

cooling line and the secondary cooling line is to be braked within 10 second by an electrical

braking method after the HTTR reactor has scrammed under the accident in PWC. The

reason is why the temperature rise of the heat transfer pipe at PWC has to be suppressed

when the gas circulator has stopped, the revolution of'the gas circulator is decreases like the

free coast down that it takes about 90 second to be zero and the temperature rise of the pipe

in the PWC exceeds the permissible value.

By braking within 10 sec, the temperature of the pipe in the PWC is reached about

368 t7 that is less than the permissible value. Using a simplified equivalent circuit of an

induction motor, braking time analysis was performed with obtained electrical resistance

and inductance. The obtained braking time is about 10 sec that shows close agreement with

analysis values.

l.Introduction

The High Temperature engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) has been

constructed at the Oarai Research Establishment of Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute. Its first criticality will be attained in 1998. The HTTR is

a graphite moderated and helium gas-cooled reactor with 30 MW in thermal

and 950 °C of reactor outlet coolant temperature for high temperature test

operation.

The HTTR was designing to be applicable to several operations for the

high temperature utilization and the safety demonstration tests including

the primary coolant flow decrease and the control rod withdrawal at power

operation.
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The gas circulators in the primary cooling line and the secondary
cooling line are required to brake within 10 sec. It is important to suppress
the temperature rise of heat transfer tube at the pressurized water cooler
(PWC) with in the permissible values using electrical braking under the
reactor scram and the accident such as pipe of rupture in PWC.

The design of braking method for the gas circulator is changed from the
regenerative braking to the DC electrical braking method. Advantages of the
use of DC electrical braking method are (1) braking miss probability is about
10'5 frequency/demand and (2) braking force is generated without
commercial electrical power.

This paper describes the scenario of an accident condition such as pipe
rupture in PWC, the requirements of the braking action, the description of
DC electrical braking method; comparison between calculated results and
the test results.

2.0utlines
2.1 Outline of the HTTR

The HTTR consists of 30 Mt reactor core, primary helium cooling line, a
secondary cooling line, an auxiliary cooling line and the related system.
Major specifications of the HTTR are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Major specifications of the HTTR

Reactor thermal power
Reactor active core

Equivalent diameter
Effective height
Average power density

Fuel loading

Fuel

Fuel element type

Number of fuel elements

Reactor coolant
Temperature at reactor outlet

Temperature at reactor inlet
Direction of coolant flow
Pressure

Containment type

30 MW

2.3 m
2.9 m
2.5 W/cm3

Offload batch

Low enriched UO2

Pin in block

30 columns

850 °C (in rated mode)
950 °C (in high temp, mode)
395 °C
Downward flow

4Mpa

Pressure retained steel vessel
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A reactor pressure vessel is 13.2 m in height and 5.5 m in diameter.
The core located in the reactor pressure vessel is a contained graphite
reflector, core support structures and other internal components. The bird
eye view of the reactor pressure vessel and the core is shown in Fig.l.

The core is cooled by helium gas with the reactor inlet temperature of
395 °C and the downward flow through the core. The maximum
temperature in the fuel at the normal operational condition is about 1500°C
at the reactor outlet temperature of 950°C.

The reactor cooling system is composed of the primary cooling line, the
secondary cooling line, the auxiliary cooling system and two-reactor pressure
vessel cooling system. The reactor cooling system is shown in Fig.2,
schematically. The auxiliary cooling hne (ACS) is the stand by condition
during a normal reactor operation and operated to remove the residual heat
from the core at the reactor scram.

The primary cooling line has two heat exchanger. One is a He/He
intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) and the other is a pressurized water
cooler (PWC). The primary cooling line has four gas circulators and the
secondary cooling line of the IHX has one gas circulator. The reactor
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Fig. 1 The bird's-eye view of reactor vessel and core
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Fig. 2 Cooling line of the HTTR

pressure vessel cooling lines (VCS) are operated in normal operation to cool
the biological shielding concrete wall.

2.2 Configurations of gas circulator
A cross-sectional view of gas circulator is shown in Fig.3. Gas

bearings are used to maintain such a condition that the relative motion
between the rotor and its stator obtains the lift. They acts on the principle
that a pressure field, which depends on the viscosity, the linear speed, the
load and the size of the bearing, builds up between two convergent surfaces
in relative movement due to the viscosity forces that originate in the moving
fluid.

The rotating part consists of a stiff and a hollow shaft. It supports the
motor; the single stage centrifugal impeller at its end and the motor
compartment separates from the impeller compartment by a heat screen.
The heat exchange with the outside cooling water system takes place at the
location of the inner casing on which the motor is shrunk.

The gas bearing system consists of radial bearings mounted on either
end of the motor and titling pad thrust bearings mounted on gimbals system.

3. Accident scenario of a pipe rupture in PWC
3.1 Accident scenario

In this accident, the pressurized water flow is lost and the heat removal
of PWC can not maintained and the fuel temperature rises. In the accident,
the reactor is scrammed by the reactor protection system and the ACS is
started automatically to remove the residual heat of the core.
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Fig. 3 Cross-sectional view of the gas circulator

The thermal and hydraulic behavior during this accident was
evaluated with the THYED-HTGR code. In this analysis, this accident was
analyzed as the transient of the piping broken at the outlet of the
pressurized water pump. Analytical conditions are as follows:
(1) The reactor is operated at the single loaded operation (Tandoku).
(2) Reactivity feedback by the temperature changes in the fuel and

moderator is neglected.
(3) Start-up failure of one out of two axially gas circulator is considered as

a single failure condition.
(4) Loss of off-site electric power supply is considered at the time of a

scrammed.
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Changing the braking time of the gas circulator in the primary cooling
line, figure 4 shows the analytical results of the maximum temperature at
the heat transfer pipe in the PWC.

Brafeing stop time of helium gas circulator

Elapsed time (sec)

Fig. 4 Analytical result of the maximum temperature rise
at the heat tube in the PWC

The maximum temperature of the PWC heat transfer pipe depends on
the braking time, its temperature rises up to 460 °C from its 368°C under
the braking time from 10 sec to 25 sec and the maximum fuel temperature
does not rise up to a extreme value .
3.2 Requirements to brake the gas circulator

Even if the anticipated operational occurrences occur in the reactor
facilities, the event must be terminated before the core is damaged and the
reactor facilities shall be recovered to the normal operation condition.
Criterion on the reactor pressure boundary has been estabhshed to judge the
integrity against the events assumed in the HTTR. The safety criteria are
that the maximum temperature of the reactor pressure boundary is 600 °C
under the anticipated operational transients and 650°C under accidents.

Requirements to brake the gas circulator are due to suppress the
temperature rise of the reactor coolant pressure boundary at the PWC.
Detailed requirements are summarized as follows.
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(1) Temperature limit of the PWC
Temperature rises of the PWC transfer pipe depend on braking time of

the gas circulators. In case of loss of coolant at the pressurized water cooling
line, the reactor is scrammed, the gas circulators are operated with the free
coast down flow and the residual core heat is transferred to the PWC.
Therefore, due to the loss of coolant at the pressurized water cooling line, the
cooling ability is decreased and the temperature at PWC transfer pipe is
increased.

If the gas circulators are able to stop as fast as the free coast down, the
maximum temperature of the PWC transfer pipe is restricted less than the
permissible one. The gas circulator is designed to brake within 10 sec after
the reactor scram from the temperature analysis.
(2) Braking without commercial electric power

The safety analysis for the anticipated event is to be carried out
without commercial electric power. So, the braking of the gas circulators has
to act without commercial electric power.

Under the conditions of the commercial electric power lost,
regenerative braking needs an external electrical power to produce the
magnetic fields for about 2.5 second because it can make a closed electrical
circuit for regenerative action. From the economical and reliability
standpoints, a battery charger unit is applicable to the supply from an
external electric power.
(3) Reliability of braking

The rotation of the gas circulator is controlled by adjusting power
frequency in proportion to the helium flow rate using an invertor-divertor
unit with GTO (Gate Turn Off) thyrister named VWF (Variable Voltage
Variable Frequency).

Required braking miss probability of the gas circulator is about 10'5

frequency/demand from the safety analysis and it leads to conservative
estimations for the regenerative braking used VWF.

4. Design
4.1 Operation of the gas circulator

It is designed to circulate the primary cooling gas of the HTTR with a
constant flow rate that is specified by the consideration of the heat removal
from the core. Nominal characteristics of the gas circulator are as follows;

- Intake pressure: 4.0 MPa
- Discharge pressure: 4.09MPa
- Helium flow rate: 15.1 t/h
- Speed of rotation: 11250 rpm
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- Electric output: 242 kW
- Inlet temperature:395°C

Operational conditions for the various HTTR operation are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Operational conditions for the HTTR gas circulator

Operation mode

Tandoku-rated

Heiretu-rated

Tandoku-
high.temp

Heiretu-high.temp

Max
Min
Max
Min

Max
Min

Max
Min

Flow
rate
(t/h)

15.1
15.1
9.9
9.9

12.34
12.34

8.1

8.1

Pressure rise
(bar)

0.96
0.62

0.65
0.41

0.69
0.43

0.48
0.29

Rotation
(rpm)

11170
9700
8900
7400

9420
8110

7630
6320

4.2 Selection of braking method for the gas circulator
A safety requirement for the braking of the gas circulator is to be

braked within 10 sec after the reactor scram without commercial electrical
power.

According the detailed design, the providing electrical power for the
regenerative braking method which is necessary to generate the magnetic
field about 250 kW x 2.5 sec x 5 units. The reliability of braking for the gas
circulator contained regenerative braking components is lead to conservative
from the probability safety analysis.

DC electrical braking that acts like an inductive generator has much
advantage. The schematic diagram of DC electrical braking is shown in Fig.
5. It is conducted as follows. Providing external current is produced the
steady state magnetic field, then the eddy current is induced by the magnetic
interaction. Therefore, braking torque in proportion to B (Intensity of
magnetic field) x I (Induced current) are produced and the rotation of the gas
circulator is decreased faster than the free coast down.

Evaluation of reliability of DC electrical braking was carried out. The
main components of DC electrical braking are (1) battery and (2) current
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of DC electrical braking method

breakers. The current breaker-1 and breaker-2 are designed to have double
current breakers and fault probability for braking action is decreasing down
to 10'5 frequency/demand. According of the MTBF for the battery and the
current breaker is about 10'7 hours; therefore, the calculated fault probability
of DC electrical braking leads to about 10"5 frequency/demand.

Finally, DC electrical braking for the induction motor is selected for the
braking method of the gas circulator that has satisfied the requirement such
as the reliability and to perform DC electrical braking action without
commercial electric power.

5. Braking time analysis
5.1 Fundamental equation

DC electrical braking action is based on the inductive generator action.
The equivalent circuit of the inductive generator is shown in Fig.6. The
magnetic forces are converted the joule heating at the rotor. Therefore, the
joule heating, P is producing the resistance at the rotor and the braking
torque, Tb, is transformed by using this relation as follows;

Tb= P/w=2xr2xI2/s

When, P: joule heating in the rotor
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w: angular speed
r2: resistance of the rotor
I: current of the rotor
s: slipping ratio

The dynamic equation of the rotor is expressed as follows;

dw

dt
= -102xL/w - ii xMxR - Tb

1= GD74g

L=L0x (w/wO)

1-S R2

Primary resistance Rl=0.0172 Q

Secondary resistance R2=0.0242 Q

Prlnarjr reactance Xl=0.1341 Q

Seconadrjr reactance 12=0.1305 Q

Bxcitlng condactance G0*0.2 1 fQ.

Bxcltins saceptance BQ-0.25 1 /Q

Fig. 6 Equivalent circuit of the inductive generator

Where, I: moment of inertia at the rotor
L: axial power
g: gravitational constant
R: radius of the rotor
M: weight of the rotor
GD2: flywheel effect of the rotor
/z :friction coefficient

and zero suffixes mean the initial values before the reactor scram. The
magnetic force for the braking torque in the induction motor is solved.
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5.2 Performance Test results
Figure 7 shows the braking time for gas circulator. The linear line is

predicted curve and dot point is measured ones. All of test results show that
the measured breaking time is about one second less than the predicted ones.
Between from 1.0 and 0.3 of normalized angular speed w, the measured
rotation curve due to DC electrical breaking provides an equally good fit to
the predicted ones.

The normalized angular speed w is less than 0.6 that the decreasing

rotation speed due to DC electrical breaking is reached to zero faster than

the measured ones.
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Fig. 7 Comparison between measured value and calculated one

5.3 Operational limitation
The HTTR has various operational modes. Therefore, the providing DC

current that which change the DC current from 1000 A to 1400 A, must be
changed to keep the braking time within 10 sec.

In the case of under 10000 rpm, it is found that the providing DC
current 1200 A is required to brake the gas circulator within 10 sec. Other
hand, in case of over 10000 rpm, the providing DC current 1400 A is
necessary to brake within 10 sec.

Due to the operation schedule of the HTTR, the providing DC current
must be changed to keep the braking time within 10 sec. At the reactor
shutdown, it is changed the battery cells that is possible to provide required
the DC current. Table 3 shows the recommended DC current against the
HTTR operation mode and calculated results is shown in Fig. 8. It is found
that the gas circulator is to be braked within 10 sec.
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Table 3 Recommended providing DC current
for HTTR operational mode

Operation mode

Tandoku-rated

Heiretu-rated
Tandoku-high.temp

Heiretu-bigh.temp

Rotation
(rpm)

11700

8900
9420

7630

Recommended
DC current (A)

1400

1200
1200

1000

Braking time
• (second)

9.8

9.3

9.5

8.7

o

g
a
M

(Drattd/taadoku : 1400A/ll700rpo
©rattd/htir«tu : 1200A/8900rpn
(2)high tsap/tandoku : 1200A/9420rpa
®high ttap/htirttu : 1000A/7630rpa

10 _.
Elapsed time(sec)

Fig. 8 Recommended DC current
against various operational mode

6. Conclusion
We experimented to brake the gas circulator using the DC electrical

braking in the helium gas field under high temperature around 400°C and
high-pressure around 4.0MPa.

Its performance is summarized as follows;
(1) The maximum temperature criterion on the reactor pressure boundary
which is 600 °C under the anticipated operational transients and 650°C
under accidents, are satisfied when the gas circulator is braked within 10
sec.
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(2) Analyzed method for the DC electrical braking of the gas circulator is
useful to combine the braking torque that is obtained from the equivalent
electrical circuit and the mechanical dynamics.
(3) Measured DC braking time is very agreement with predicted one.
(4) Recommended DC current for the various operation mode of the HTTR is
cleared.
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